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Abstract

Background: Ethical conflict is a problem with negative consequences, which can compromise the quality
and ethical standards of the nursing profession and it is a source of stress for health care practitioners’,
especially for nurses.

Objectives: The main aim of this study was to analyze Spanish critical care nurses’ level of exposure to
ethical conflict and its association with sociodemographic, occupational, and COVID-19–related variables.
Research Design, Participants, and Research context: This was a quantitative cross-sectional descriptive study
conducted among 117 nurses working in critical care units. Data collection tools were sociodemographic,
occupational, and COVID-19–related questionnaires and previously validated Spanish version of Ethical
Conflict in Nursing Questionnaire-Critical Care Version.

Ethical Considerations:Weobtained permission from the EthicsCommittee and participants’ informed consent.

Findings:Data indicates a moderate level of exposure to ethical conflicts. The most frequent ethical conflicts
were related to situations about "treatment and clinical procedures." The most intensity of ethical conflicts
was related to situations about "treatment and clinical procedures" and "dynamics of the service and working
environment." No statistical significance was identified between the socio-demographic variables and level of
exposure to ethical conflicts. However, for critical care nurses working in ICU, nurses with perceived
worked stress had a higher level of exposure to ethical conflicts. Likewise, critical care nurses whose family/
friends were infected with COVID-19 had a higher level of exposure.

Conclusions: Critical care nurses experience a moderate level of exposure to ethical conflicts which is
consistent with the results of previous studies. A deeper understanding of ethical conflicts in conflictive
situations allows recognition of the situations that occur in everyday clinical practice, identification of the
ethical conflicts, and facilitation of the nurses working in the challenging clinical situation.
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Introduction

COVID-19 is the highly pathogenic human coronavirus disease to date and the rapid spreading of this
contagious disease has posed the severest threat to global health in this century.1 Due to the severity of the
disease and high morbidity and mortality rates, there might be necessary to ensure the hospitalization for
patients who presents severe symptoms of the disease. Globally, for symptomatic patients with COVID-19
severe forms, Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission must be considered as it has been described as necessary in
almost 25% of hospitalized patients.2,3

The current pandemics is affecting health care systems all around the world in so many different aspects,
which include limited resources, shortages of personal protective equipment, and lack of ICU beds number.
There is a clear scarcity of resources capacity of health care systems and this lack of available responses to
patient’s needs, could also generate ethical conflicts in nursing ICU clinical practice.

Background

In recent years, ethical issues appeared as a key component of healthcare for critically ill patients, who are
vulnerable and reliant entirely on nurses employed in the critical care unit.4 Evidence shows that conflicts in
the nursing sector continue to develop, due to both the increasing nature of treatment and the scientific and
technical advances made in recent decades. Critical care units are, in this regard, a setting that is particularly
prone to conflict.5

Concerning technical and medical advancements, the complexity of care situations and the lack of
evidence-based approaches require nurses to focus continuously and objectively on how they can contribute
to the well-being of their patients, which in turn demands high-level professional skills and ethical maturity. In
everyday ethical dilemmas, ethical behavior appears to be most troublesome, resulting from circumstances
involving contradictory principles or attitudes on what is the right or correct course of action.6

Ethical conflict

To better understand the content of this research, it is important to clarify the main concept on its basis. In a
systematic analysis about ethical conflicts, a “moral (ethical) conflict” was defined as “a situation involving a
clash of moral values within the practitioner, among practitioners, and/or between practitioners and patients,
concerning what was the morally right action to take, or as a situation in which the duties and obligations of
health professionals were unclear” (p. 362).7

Ethical conflict is a problem with negative consequences, which can compromise the quality and ethical
standards of the nursing profession.8 In the literature we can find five ethical guiding principles: beneficence,
non-maleficence, respect for autonomy, equity, and efficiency.9 According to those principles an ethical issue
or an ethical conflict arises when at least one of those principles is not adequately considered or two or more of
these principles are in conflict.10

In the field of ethical conflict, the four forms or categories of ethical conflict identified are: moral un-
certainty, moral dilemma, moral distress, and moral outrage.8 Nurses are also supposed to be mindful of the
ethical aspects of nursing practice as the literature uses a variety of different terms to explain circumstances
that are ethically questionable in one way or another. Some of these terms include ethical challenges, ethical
dilemmas, ethical problems, ethical concerns, and ethical questions. Though these situations are described
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differently, their origin tends to include an individual facing circumstances in which beliefs, norms, or
principles are either threatened or in dispute, and a decision about how to respond must be made.11 Over
recent years, there has been a growing interest in exploring the ethical controversy of health professionals.

Ethical conflict is an obstacle to decision-making and is a concern arising from ethical obligations that
nurses carefully take on.8 In fact, ethical conflict could also be seen as an opportunity to strengthen or
otherwise improve/justify decision-making.

Nursing ethical conflicts

Conflict is often experienced by nurses when it comes to making decisions about health care and along with
this sometimes, they are expected to carry out actions that they feel are morally wrong. Critical nurses
experience complex situations involving multiple moral conflicts due to the nature of acutely ill patients.12

Ethical decision-making is considered a key requirement for professional excellence. It is defined as the
ability to make decisions and is inter-related with the ethical competence and autonomy of the nurse.13

Besides, the concept of ethical conflict is a complex construct that includes not only the inability to carry out
an ethical action due to the presence of obstacles (moral distress), but also other problems such as the lack of
understanding of values and ethics (moral uncertainty), the difficulty in choosing two moral values (moral
dilemma), and the feeling of failure to cope with the immoral act of others (moral outrage).14 Moral wellbeing
relates to a positive condition in which moral thought and practice converge. Moral indifference defines the
role of a person who does not show interest in or stand on an ethical issue.5

Ethical conflict exposure on nurses

Within the healthcare team, nurses also play a crucial role, keeping communication lines open and organizing
all the clinical resources needed for patient care. The aim of nursing care is always to promote health and help
the individual to cope with illness. Nurses are individuals with personal and professional values; they carry
out their skills in institutions in conjunction with other professionals, all of whom have different values. In
addition to this, they provide nursing care to patients who often have different religious, cultural, and moral
values from their own.7 The dynamic complexity of the work climate, including lack of complete participation
of nurses in the decision-making process, different conceptions about certain actions or procedures between
doctors and nurses, or lack of time to provide high-quality critical care, and challenges in resolving bioethical
problems often play a significant role in the prevalence of ethical conflict and can put nurses under ethical
challenges.15,16

Intensive care unit nurses and ethical conflicts

Previous studies have focused on the analysis of ethical conflicts in nurses working in critical care units, as
they are particularly exposed to the phenomenon and three main sources of conflict have been reported in
these studies. First, there are decisions involving informed consent, confidentiality, and the protection of
patient interests and wishes. Second, there is a conflict between the administration of certain treatments and
the implementation of certain clinical procedures, with special attention to therapeutic futility and the
limitations of life-sustaining treatment. Conflict situations were identified about nurses’ perception of
working in an atmosphere that looks like asking questions of a bioethical nature and their lack of participation
in clinical decision-making.8 A qualitative study among 15 nurses was conducted in Portugal with the aims of
recognizing the ethical issues perceived by intensive care nurses in their everyday practice and to understand
why these situations were considered an ethical issue and what interventions/strategies have been or are
expected to be developed to minimize them. The results of this study identified that end-of-life decisions,
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privacy, interaction, teamwork, and health-care access as rising ethical issues. However, the reasons behind
this emerging issue are personal, team, and institutional aspects. In addition to this personal and team,
resources are used for resolving these issues.17

Moral distress affects nursing procedures and, in some cases, patient outcomes and leads to several issues
including impairment in physical and psychological well-being.18,19 A cross-sectional study was conducted
in Italy among 406 nurses working in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs). The findings of this study reveal
that nurses experience low-to-moderate levels of moral distress. However, the situations that obtain the
highest scores for frequency, intensity, and level of moral distress related to the implementation of significant
life-saving actions and involvement in the treatment of a child dependent on the ventilator.19

A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted in Iran to determine the frequency, degree, level of
exposure, and type of ethical conflict among 382 nurses working in the intensive care units. The results of this
study suggest that the most frequent conflict reported was related to “using resources despite believing in its
futility,”with the frequency of at least once a week or a month (68.6%). In addition to this, the most conflictive
situation was a violation of privacy (76.9%). It also shows that the level of exposure to ethical conflict
according to the theoretical model followed was the situation of “working with incompetent staff” and the
most frequently observed type of conflict was moral dilemma.15

Moral outrage is unusually common among nurses who work in intensive care settings. Moral outrage
arises when subsequent efforts by the nurse to operationalize a decision are disrupted by constraints. The
outrage exacerbates when these restrictions not only obstruct actions but also compel a course of action that
contradicts the moral values of the nurse.20 One study was conducted among 184 critical care nurses to obtain
a transcultural Portuguese-language adaptation and validation of the Ethical Conflict Nursing Questionnaire–
Critical Care Version (ECNQ-CCV) and to examine the level of exposure and characteristics of the Por-
tuguese critical care nurses to ethical conflict. The results suggest that the frequency of occurrence of ethically
conflictive situations, the following cases occurred at least once a month or week without addressing the
degree of ethical conflict that might exist in professionals: Scenario: 2 “Having to administer treatments and/
or carry out procedures without the critical patient, who is conscious, knowing their purpose and the risks
involved,” with 62.5% and Scenario 3: “Caring for a patient who I believe should be on an ordinary hospital
ward rather than in a critical care unit,” with 62%. The results also identify that moral outrage is the most
encountered form of ethical conflict and moderate rates of conflict were exhibited.21 A major descriptive and
correlational study was carried out in Spain among 203 nurses which identify that the index of exposure to
ethical conflict (IEEC) was considered moderate. Situations involving analgesic medication (49.7%) and end-
of-life care (48.7%) are a recurrent source of conflict. Moreover, forms of ethical conflict and moral systems
typically ranged from a lower to a higher degree of exposure index to ethical conflict. The most frequently
experienced ethical conflict by nursing professionals was moral outrage.8

There is also evidence that socio-demographic influences among patients admitted to critical care units
have a significant impact on the role among patients in ethical decision-making. To address this issue an
exploratory study was carried out in Kenya to determine the ethical dilemmas among 123 nurses working in
Critical Care Units of the Kenyatta National Hospital in their daily practice and the socio-demographic factors
influencing the experience. End-of-life decisions, patient care issues and human rights issues were identified
as the emerging ethical issues. Level of knowledge of ethical issues, age and gender, were associated to
influencing the way one perceives ethical dilemmas.4 Another major prospective and descriptive correlation
study conducted in Barcelona, Spain, analyzed the level of exposure of nurses to ethical conflict and de-
termine the relationship between this exposure, sociodemographic variables, and perceptions of the clinical
environment. The exposure to the ethical conflict was moderate and the most often recorded ethical problems
were a recognition that analgesia is ineffective and care administration with-out having engaged in the
decision-making process. In addition to this, professionals who viewed their atmosphere as supporting in
coping with ethical issues reported lower rates of these incidents.14
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Experts accept that there are some circumstances related to patients and families, care, team interactions,
and institutional features as well as ethical conflict outlets. The ethical issue of maintaining the safety of
important patients and securing their rights and interests emerges from an informed consent policy about
patients and their families. In respect to therapies, decisions on whether to administer them or not are related to
restrictions on life-care and medical futility. Nonetheless, some data bring to our attention that it is a very
conflictive and common situation in ICUs to test if analgesic medication is inadequate to control pain from the
patient. In addition to this, it has been shown that certain contrasting circumstances emerge from professional-
team-dynamics partnerships, from resource management or burnout.21

Until now, most of the research has been based on conditions that cause moral distress or moral dilemma in
ICUs, due to the specific limitations of critical patients and the unique therapeutic option of ICUs. As the
literature suggests, very few studies have been conducted among Spanish critical care nurses that examine the
types of ethical conflict, and scarce studies speculating the positive perspective or the absence of ethical
conflict as a moral state were conducted. This implicates that it is very essential to analyze how critical care
nurses feel when they face a conflictive situation which eventually helps in clear recognition of the barrier that
restricts the taking of action in ethical issues. The engagement of nurses in the decision-making process in
critical care problems is a protective factor against the emergence of ethical issues within ICUs. Evaluating the
level of ethical conflict makes it possible to gain a better insight into problematic situations in critical care
units. The main research question was “What are the levels of exposure and characteristics of ethical conflict
among Spanish critical care nurses?”

The objectives of this study were first, to examine Spanish critical care nurses’ level of exposure to ethical
conflict during COVID-19 pandemics and its characteristics, to identify the most frequent type of conflict, and
to analyze the association between sociodemographic, occupational data and COVID-19 situation, and self-
experience with the level of exposure to ethical conflicts.

Methods

Design

A quantitative cross-sectional descriptive design was employed.

Time and setting

Data collection was conducted by researchers between July and October 2020. In this period, Spain was
experiencing a hard period, which still corresponded to the first wave. Data were collected from a regional
Central University Hospital, which is a hospital considered as a regional health reference in north of Spain and
is dedicated to researching, teaching, caring, and providing health services for people. For this study, the
specific setting was the critical care department formed by general ICU, Cardiac ICU, Pediatric ICU, and
Neonatal ICU. Most of the nurses works in 8 h shift in a rotatory regimen.

Participants

The sample consists of 117 out of 165 nurses working in the critical care units, that is, ICU, Cardiac ICU,
Pediatric ICU and Neonatal ICU of the public and university hospital in the north of Spain. Convenience
sampling was done and only 144 were eligible. Therefore, research was conducted among 81.25% eligible
nurses. The inclusion criteria were as follows: nurses working in critical care units and willingness to
participate in the study. The exclusion criteria were nurses working in general wards.
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Data Collection

Two self-administered instruments were used for data collection. The first instrument contained the socio-
demographic, occupational, and COVID-19–related questionnaire, consists of items on nurses’ age, gender,
marital status, level of education, working unit, type of contract, work shift, total professional years of experience,
total years of professional experience in critical care units, COVID-19 infection(yes/no), having family or friends
infected with COVID-19(yes/no), afraid of pandemic(yes/no), perceived ethical conflicts in pandemic (yes/no).

The second instrument used in this study was a Spanish validated version of Ethical Conflict in Nursing
Questionnaire-Critical Care Version (ECNQ-CCV) developed by Falcó-Pegueroles et al.,5 which evaluates
frequency, severity types, and level of exposure to ethical conflicts. The questionnaire contains 19 scenarios
that are potentially conflictive from an ethical perspective (Supplementary table) which are categorized into
three areas: interpersonal relationships with the patient and family (P&F); treatments and clinical procedures
(T&CP) and finally, the dynamics of the service and the work environment (DS&WE). For each scenario,
three questions are presented in terms of the frequency of ethical conflict the degree of perceived ethical
conflict, and the type of the experienced ethical conflict.

By multiplying the frequency and intensity of ethical conflict variables, the variable ‘‘index of exposure to
ethical conflicts’’ (IEEC) was generated which showed the level of exposure to ethical conflict. Therefore, the
score range of the conflict level for each scenario would be from 0 to 25. A score of zero represents
the frequency of zero (never) multiplied by the intensity 1 (not problematic) and a score of 25 shows the
frequency of 5 (at least once a week) multiplied by the intensity 5 (very problematic). The total scores for the
conflict level ranged from 0–475, higher scores represent a greater level of conflict. The ECNQ-CCV
identifies four types of ethical conflicts including moral uncertainty, moral dilemma, moral distress, and moral
outrage, while the type of conflict is stated as a percentage. Moral indifference and moral well-being indicate a
lack of ethical conflict (see Figure 1).5 The value of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for this tool is 0.882. (5 Low,
moderate, and high exposure to ethical conflict were defined as <1 standard deviations (SD) below the
mean, ±1 SD around the mean, and >1 SD above the mean, respectively.22

Procedure

After the Ethical Committee approval and the authorization of the Hospital Board, supervisors were informed
about the aim of the study and their collaboration was asked. The questionaries were distributed on an
envelope by the supervisor of each critical care unit to the nurses. After the completion of the instruments,
participants leave it anonymously on a closed box and were later collected by the principal investigator.

Ethical considerations

Permission to carry out the research was obtained from the Ethical Committee for Clinical Research of the
Principality of Asturias (CeimPA 2020.290). All the participants were informed about the objectives of the
study and the voluntary nature of their participation. The questionnaires did not include names or other ways
of personal identification of the participants to keep the protection of privacy and maintenance of confi-
dentiality. Informed consent was obtained from each participant. Participants were not working under su-
pervision of researchers. Regarding to that fact there is no conflict to declare.

Data analysis

The data were analyzed using the statistical software program SPSS version 21.0. Each survey was examined
for completeness before entering the responses in the data set. Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the
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percentages and the total number of the nominal variables and means, standard deviations, and rank of the
ordinal variables. Different tests were used: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the normality and T-test, ANOVA,
and Chi-Square for comparing and examining the relationship of the independent variables. The value for
accepting the statistical significance p< 0.05.

Results

The study included 144 nurses and out of the total returned questionnaires, 27 were excluded due to in-
completion. Thus, 117 questionnaires were analyzed (response rate 81.25%). Most of the nurses 82.1% were
female and 17.9% were male. The mean age of nurses was 37.62 years (SD 9.827). Age ranged from 24 to
64 years. Almost half of the nurses 50.40% were married or in living in a relationship and 52.1% had a
master’s degree.

Most of the nurses 75.2% were working on rotational shifts (morning, afternoon, night). The mean of total
professional years of work experience was 13.92 years, SD 9.727, range (1–43). Similarly, the mean of total
professional years of work experience in critical care units was 9.92 years, SD 8.576, range (1–40). More than
half 62.4% of the nurses find their work stressful.

Concerning the COVID-19 infection, only the minority of the sample nurses 4.3% had been infected with
COVID-19, and less than half of the sample nurses 39.3% reported that their family and friends had been
infected with COVID-19. Majority of the sample nurses 71% were afraid since the pandemic started. More
than half 55.6% of the sample nurses perceived ethical conflicts in pandemic assessed by a “yes or no”
dichotomic question.

Figure 1. Model for the analysis of ethical conflict (by Falcó-Pegueroles, Lluch-Canut, & Guàrdia-Olmos, 2013).
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Frequency and degree of ethical conflicts

Regarding the frequency of occurrence of ethical conflicts, the situation which occurred at least once a week
was Scenario 17: “Administering treatments and/or carrying out procedures without, as a nurse, having been
previously involved in the decision to do so” (n=36.30.8%). The situation which occurred at least once a
month were Scenario 1: “Administering treatments and/or performing tests that I consider unnecessary
because they serve merely to prolong a terminal, irreversible process” and Scenario 7 “Realizing that the
analgesia and/or sedation being given to the patient is not effective enough and that the patient is suffering”
(n=36, 30.8%). On the other hand, the situations that almost never occurred were Scenario 6: “Administering
treatments and/or carrying out interventions without the patient’s family knowing the objectives, benefits, and
risks involved (when the patient has consented to the family being informed)" (n=36.30.8%) and Scenario 18:
“Failure to respect properly the privacy of the patient’s body when carrying out procedures and/or exploratory
tests” (n=31.26.5%) (Table 1).

As far as the degree of the ethical conflict is concerned, Scenario 12: “Working with a nurse or nursing
assistant who I consider to be professionally incompetent” (n=43.43.4%) and Scenario 7: “Realizing that the
analgesia and/or sedation being given to the patient is not effective enough and that the patient is suffering”
(n=41.39.8%) were the very problematic situations. However, the less problematic situations were
Scenario 3: “Caring for a patient who I believe should be on an ordinary hospital ward rather than in a
critical care unit” (n=44.45.8%) and Scenario 2: “Having to administer treatments and/or carry out

Table 1. Frequencies with which ethically conflictive situations emerged.

Scenario Area

Never
Almost
never

At least
once a year

At least
once every
6 months

At least
once a
month

At least
once a
week

n % n % n % n % n % n %

S1 T&CP 13 11.1 7 6.0 18 15.4 29 24.8 36 30.8 14 12.0
S2 P&F 29 24.8 20 17.1 10 8.5 18 15.4 22 8.8 18 15.4
S3 DS&WE 21 17.9 16 13.7 9 7.7 20 17.1 42 35.9 9 7.7
S4 P&F 30 25.6 29 24.8 19 16.2 24 20.5 14 12.0 1 0.9
S5 P&F 51 43.6 30 25.6 9 7.7 13 11.1 12 10.3 2 1.7
S6 P&F 43 36.8 36 30.8 10 8.5 13 11.1 11 9.4 4 3.4
S7 T&CP 14 12.0 19 16.2 12 10.3 23 19.7 36 30.8 13 11.1
S8 DS&WE 13 11.1 15 12.8 12 10.3 30 25.6 33 28.2 14 12.0
S9 DS&WE 31 26.5 26 22.2 14 12.0 21 17.9 16 13.7 9 7.7
S10 P&F 45 38.5 28 23.9 10 8.5 20 17.1 14 12.0 - -
S11 T&CP 27 23.1 19 16.2 16 13.7 28 23.9 25 21.4 2 1.7
S12 DS&WE 18 15.4 21 17.9 14 12.0 24 20.5 32 27.4 8 6.8
S13 DS&WE 45 38.5 24 20.5 12 10.3 19 16.2 15 12.8 2 1.7
S14 T&CP 51 43.6 24 20.5 13 11.1 21 17.9 6 5.1 2 1.7
S15 DS&WE 57 48.7 24 20.5 10 8.5 11 9.4 7 6.0 8 6.8
S16 P&F 44 37.6 18 15.4 6 5.1 11 9.4 17 14.5 21 17.9
S17 T&CP 25 21.4 14 12.0 10 8.5 10 8.5 22 18.8 36 30.8
S18 P&F 30 25.6 31 26.5 8 6.8 11 9.4 18 15.4 19 16.2
S19 DS&WE 42 35.9 24 20.5 8 6.8 14 12.0 14 12.0 15 12.8

Abbreviations: S = Situations, T&CP = Treatment and Clinical Procedures, P&F: Patient and family interpersonal relationships, DS&WE:
Dynamics of the Service and Working Environment, n = number of respondents, N= Total number of respondents in each situation.
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procedures without the critical patient, who is conscious, knowing their purpose and the risks involved”
(n=33.37.5%) (Table 2).

Types of conflict and moral states

Moral outrage was the type of ethical conflict most frequently selected by sample nurses in 10 of 19
scenarios. Following this were moral dilemma and moral uncertainty, selected in three situations each.
Moral distress and moral indifference were the types of ethical conflict least selected by nurses
(Table 3).

Index of exposure to ethical conflict

Exposure to ethical conflict resulted from the product of the frequency and the degree of ethical conflict,
named as index of exposure to ethical conflict (IEEC). At the descriptive level, central tendency measures
showed a mean of 136.50, standard deviation (SD) of 85.706, and the range of 0–358. Low exposure to an
ethical conflict was up to 76.50, moderate was 76.51–197.99, and the high was 198 and above. So, this proves
that the critical care nurses had a moderate level of exposure to ethical conflict.

Table 2. Degree of ethical conflict.

Scenario Area

Not
problematic

Little
problematic

Somewhat
problematic

Moderately
problematic

Very
problematic

Nn % n % n % n % n %

S1 T&CP 1 1 23 22.1 39 37.5 33 31.7 8 7.7 104
S2 P&F 6 6.8 33 37.5 26 29.5 15 17.0 8 9.1 88
S3 DS&WE 13 13.5 44 45.8 18 18.8 19 19.8 2 2.1 96
S4 P&F 2 2.3 18 20.5 26 29.5 27 30.7 15 17.0 88
S5 P&F 5 7.6 8 12.1 17 25.8 22 33.3 14 21.2 66
S6 P&F 11 14.9 20 27.0 18 24.3 15 20.3 10 13.5 74
S7 T&CP 5 4.9 7 6.8 17 16.5 33 32.0 41 39.8 103
S8 DS&WE 10 9.6 17 16.3 21 20.2 44 42.3 12 11.5 104
S9 DS&WE 1 1.2 9 10.5 20 23.3 26 30.2 30 34.9 86
S10 P&F 1 1.4 6 8.3 12 16.7 22 30.6 31 43.1 72
S11 T&CP 4 4.4 6 6.7 16 17.8 36 40.0 28 31.1 90
S12 DS&WE 1 1.0 11 11.1 16 16.2 28 28.3 43 43.4 99
S13 DS&WE 1 1.4 12 16.7 14 19.4 22 30.6 23 31.9 72
S14 T&CP 1 1.5 15 22.7 20 30.3 14 21.2 16 24.2 66
S15 DS&WE 4 6.7 17 28.3 12 20.0 18 30.0 9 15.0 60
S16 P&F 5 6.8 14 19.2 15 20.5 19 26.0 20 27.4 73
S17 T&CP 11 12.0 23 25.0 27 29.3 21 22.8 10 10.9 92
S18 P&F 3 3.4 17 19.5 23 26.4 21 24.1 23 26.4 87
S19 DS&WE 5 6.7 15 20.0 18 24.0 21 28.0 16 21.3 75

Abbreviations: S = Situations, T&CP = Treatment and Clinical Procedures, P&F: Patient and family interpersonal relationships,
DS&WE: Dynamics of the Service and Working Environment, n=number of respondents, N=total number of respondents in each
situation.
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The relative frequencies of the low and high level of exposure to an ethical conflict were 24.8% both in
the same line, while the relative frequency of moderate level of exposure to the ethical conflict was
50.4%.

Data analysis shows that Scenario 7: “Realizing that the analgesia and/or sedation being given to the
patient is not effective enough and that the patient is suffering” (Mean=11.38, SD=7.811) and Scenario 12:
“Working with a nurse or nursing assistant who I consider to be professionally incompetent” (Mean=10.50,
SD =7.833) were the most conflictive situation (Table 4).

Relationship between level of exposure to ethical conflicts and socio-demographic, occupational, and
COVID-19 variables.

All the socio-demographic variables such as age, gender, marital status, and level of education were not
statistically significant in association with the level of exposure to ethical conflicts (p>0.05).

The occupational variables such as type of contract, work shift, total years of professional work experience,
and total years of professional work experience in critical care units are statistically insignificant. At p<0.001,
the statistically significant variables were unit of work and perceived work stress, related to a higher level of
exposure to ethical conflicts. Nurses working in ICU had a higher level of exposure than nurses working in
CCU, NICU, and PICU. Likewise, critical care nurses with perceived work stress had a higher level of
exposure to ethical conflict (Table 4).

Variables such as COVID-19 infection, afraid of the pandemic, and perceived ethical conflicts in a
pandemic are statistically insignificant. However, at p<0.05, the only significant variable was having family/
friends with COVID-19 infection. Critical care nurses whose family/friends were infected with COVID-19
had a higher level of exposure to ethical conflicts (Table 4).

Table 3. Index of exposure to ethical conflicts and types of ethical conflicts.

Scenario

IEEC
Moral
indifference

Moral well-
being

Moral
uncertainty

Moral
dilemma

Moral
distress

Moral
outrage

NMean ±SD n % n % n % n % n % n %

S1 9.75 ± 6.094 3 2.9 5 4.8 17 16.3 25 24.0 23 22.1 31 29.8 104
S2 6.569 ± 5.826 8 9.1 18 20.5 26 29.5 14 15.9 5 5.7 17 19.3 88
S3 6.71 ± 5.438 29 30.2 17 17.7 16 16.7 16 16.7 4 4.2 14 14.6 96
S4 5.99 ± 5.705 3 3.4 9 10.2 9 10.2 27 30.7 19 21.6 21 23.9 88
S5 4.42 ± 5.677 4 6.1 10 15.2 9 13.6 17 25.8 10 15.2 16 24.2 66
S6 3.99 ± 5.107 18 24.3 9 12.2 10 13.5 12 16.2 16 21.6 9 12.2 74
S7 11.38 ± 7.811 2 1.9 11 10.7 6 5.8 13 12.6 28 27.2 43 41.7 103
S8 9.59 ± 6.623 6 5.8 16 15.4 13 12.5 21 20.2 24 23.1 24 23.1 104
S9 7.94 ± 7.661 6 7.0 3 3.5 11 12.8 10 11.6 18 20.9 38 44.2 86
S10 5.90 ± 6.613 1 1.4 7 9.7 6 8.3 13 18.1 19 26.4 26 36.1 76
S11 8.32 ± 6.728 3 3.3 5 5.6 9 10.0 14 15.6 28 31.1 31 34.4 90
S12 10.50 ± 7.833 5 5.1 9 9.1 8 8.1 10 10.1 28 28.3 39 39.4 99
S13 5.85 ± 6.636 3 4.2 7 9.7 11 15.3 13 18.1 25 34.7 13 18.1 72
S14 4.66 ± 5.996 12 18.2 4 6.1 13 19.7 11 16.7 8 12.1 18 27.3 66
S15 4.34 ± 6.315 10 16.7 6 10.0 7 11.7 16 26.7 12 20.0 9 15.0 60
S16 7.19 ± 8.148 5 6.8 10 13.7 17 23.3 13 17.8 15 20.5 13 17.8 73
S17 8.83 ± 8.832 18 19.6 12 13.0 20 21.7 15 16.3 15 16.3 12 13.0 92
S18 7.85 ± 7.915 5 5.7 14 16.1 18 20.7 14 16.1 17 19.5 19 21.8 87
S19 6.74 ± 7.938 4 5.3 9 12.0 15 20.0 15 20.0 11 14.7 21 28.0 75

Abbreviations: S = Situations, n=number of respondents, N=total number of respondents in each situation, SD: Standard Deviation, IEEC
= Index of Exposure to Ethical Conflicts.
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Discussion

The main aim of this research was to explore critical care nurses’ level of exposure to ethical conflicts. The
finding of this study showed a moderate level of exposure to ethical conflicts and this result is consistent with
five earlier studies.8,14,15,21,23 In fact, the rate of critical care nurses who are exposed to moderate levels of
exposure to ethical conflicts in this research is lower than in previous studies. A study conducted in Iran found
that 58.3% of the critical care nurses are exposed to moderate levels of exposure to ethical conflicts.23

These results might reflect a high engagement of ICU nurses in the decision-making process, previously
described as a protective factor against the emergence of ethical. Perhaps higher levels were expected to be
found considering the pandemic situation. However, we believe that the fact that this study was carried out
during the critical phase of the first wave of the pandemic in the country may somehow be helpful to understand
the results. The high demand for care and the scarcity of resources may have left nurses insufficient time to
dedicate themselves to identifying and discussing sources of ethical conflicts in their work contexts, especially in
the ICU. In addition, given the absence of family members in these contexts during the pandemic, it may have
generated the delegation of these types of questions to the background, to the detriment of practical and objective
questions that were constantly being asked to health professionals, especially nurses.

In this study, the highest level of exposure to ethical conflicts in critical care units was related to the
ineffectiveness of analgesic pain control treatment in critical patients. This result is similar to two studies
conducted in Portugal and Barcelona, which reports the highest level of exposure in the same scenario with
mean scores of 13.217 and 14.43.5,21 In contrast to this, studies conducted in Iranian critical care nurses
identify that working with professionally incompetent medical staff and working with nurses or nursing
assistants who are professionally incompetent generated a higher level of exposure to ethical conflict.15,23

This study also mentions that one of the potentially conflictive situations in which the family did not know
the aims or risks entailed in the treatment administered to a patient-generated the lowest level of conflict and
this result corroborates with another Spanish study.8

The next aim of the research was to identify the types of ethical conflicts. According to this objective,
“Moral Outrage”was the type of ethical conflict most frequently experienced by the professionals, in line with
the previous study conducted in Barcelona.8 However, these results differ from studies conducted in Iranian
nurses, in which “Moral dilemma” was the most frequently experienced type of ethical conflict.15,23

In line with what was described in the literature,4,14 we assumed as a hypothesis that sociodemographic
variables could have some influence or be related to ethical decision-making processes. However, the findings
of our study add support to this statement that socio-demographic variables are not related to exposure to
ethical conflicts. This finding is in the same line with the results of a study conducted in the USA which
mentions that sociodemographic variables cannot assume the level of moral distress.18 Conversely, one of the

Table 4. Associated variables with level of exposure to ethical conflict.

Variables Categories N (%) p*

Unit of work ICU 62 (53) p<0.001
CCU 28 (23.9)
NICU 20 (17.1)
PICU 7 (6)

Perceived work stress Yes 73 (62.4) p<0.001
No 44 (37.6)

Having family/friends with COVID-19 infection Yes 46 (39.3) p<0.05
No 71 (60.7)

*Chi-square tests.
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studies revealed that marital status and level of education of critical care nurses were associated with a high
level of exposure to ethical conflicts.23 Likewise, previous studies about moral distress have shown cor-
relations between age and gender with the high level of moral distress.19,24

Regarding to the occupational variables, type of contract, work shift, total professional experience no
association was detected with exposure to ethical conflicts. However, variables as “unit of work” and
“perceived work stress” were found to be related to the exposure to ethical conflicts. In simpler words, nurses
working in ICU had higher exposure to ethical conflict than nurses working in other critical care units. Also,
nurses with perceived work stress had more exposure to ethical conflict. It seems that high exposure to ethical
conflicts also creates high perceived work stress. Previous studies in ICU shown that conflicts are strongly
associated with burnout syndrome in nurses.25 In the same line, neonatal and pediatric ICU had a low level of
exposure to ethical conflict.24 Another finding of this study indicates that perceived work stress leads to higher
exposure to ethical conflicts which is in the same line with the results of the study conducted among
Portuguese nurses.21 In contrast to this, one of the studies implies that neither demographic nor work-related
variables can predict moral distress.18

Concerning the COVID-19 variables, to date, exposure to the ethical conflict has not been compared in the
related literature. However, having friends/family infected with COVID-19 showed significant relation to
exposure to ethical conflicts in our study. Nurses being infected with COVID-19, being afraid of the
pandemic, and perceived ethical conflict in pandemic were not related to exposure to ethical conflict. It´s
important to highlight that “Administering treatments and/or carrying out procedure without, as a nurse,
having been previously involved in the decision to do so” arise with the highest frequency in our study. We
believe these data have a strict relationship with COVID-19 pandemic. In the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the
general measures adopted by many health systems was the total limitation or restriction to visitors or relatives
to reduce the transmission of the virus.26 This limitation was also found in the Spanish health system.

The work overload associated with the need for immediate decision-making that occurred in the context of
critical care has, in many cases, removed nurses from this prior decision-making process, often discussed with
the family in previous situations. However, one of the studies conducted among Chinese nurses to determine
ethical challenges while caring for COVID-19 patients reported that nurses faced ethical challenges on
numerous facades in caring for COVID-19 patients.27

Study limitations

Although the present study provides interesting clinical data, it has some limitations.
The first limitation concerns sample selection. The data was collected from critical care units of a hospital

in Asturias in a very short period. Even though the response rate was 81.25%; considered sufficient, it cannot
be considered nationwide representative. Therefore, it can only be applied to the mention units and com-
parable settings. To address this limitation, further research with a larger sample and a variety of critical care
and emergency settings of different countries or larger areas of Spain is recommended.

Nursing implications

Overall, this study contributes to the evaluation of exposure to ethically problematic situations and types of
ethical conflicts encountered by critical care nurses. Furthermore, the findings of these results provide a
deeper understanding of ethical conflicts in such conflictive situations such as implications on recognizing the
situations that occur in everyday clinical practice, identifying the ethical conflicts, and facilitating the nurses
working in the challenging clinical situation. Mainly, the results inform the development of interventions that
aim to proactively and broadly favor low level of ethical conflicts in the critical care unit, and allows more
professional adherence to the ethical standards, thereby improving the delivery of care.
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Future research

This study highlights that more research regarding exposure to ethical conflicts and COVID-19 is needed. It
would be interesting to nursing field to know the main differences between ICU ethical conflicts before and
after the COVID-19 pandemics and to describe the nursing professional gaps on the ability and skills to cope
with the found differences. Another investigation line could be to determine which variables could predict a
higher exposure to ethical conflicts in nursing from ICU awards. Another investigation line could be to
determine which variables could predict a higher exposure to ethical conflicts in nursing from ICU awards.

Conclusion

Globally, comparing to studies before the pandemic, not higher levels of exposure to ethical conflicts were
identified in ICU nurses despite data were collected during COVID-19 outbreak. Intensive Care Unit nurses
revealed moderate level of exposure to ethical conflicts, which indicates a clear emphasis on the deeper
examination of the complex phenomenon of ethical conflict in the clinical setting. The most conflictive
situations identified were related to the ineffectiveness of analgesics and working with the potentially in-
competent nurse or nursing assistant. There seems to be an association between ICU nurses’ level of exposure
and unit of work, perceived work stress, and having family/friends with COVID-19 infection. Moral outrage
is identified as the most experienced type of ethical conflict on this population.
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